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    Chapter 9   
 Sweden: Incentive to Move Towards More 
Differentiation 

9.1                                          Education System 

      Sweden’s education minister, Jan Björklund, said the PISA results were “the fi nal nail in the 
coffi n for the old school reform” and speculated that the central government could take over 
running schools from Sweden’s municipalities. (Adams  2013 ) 

   Trust    in the Swedish education system was dealt a harsh blow late 2013, when 
the latest PISA report comparing 15-year-olds’ achievements in education in dif-
ferent countries was published. Sweden scored the lowest results among the 11 
countries in this report and below the OECD average in all subject areas. Further 
heightening anxieties, the trend refl ected downward. Since the fi rst PISA assess-
ment in 2000, Sweden’s performance has declined the most (Skolverket  2013b , 
p. 8, own translation). In addition, ‘an increasing number of students in Sweden 
perceive school as a waste of time and feel little affi nity with their school’ (ibid, 
p. 9) (Box     9.1 ). 

  These    realities led to a big discussion in Sweden, partly about who is to blame 
and partly about necessary changes. The opposition leader at the time (and current 
prime minister) Stefan Löfven even called the results a ‘national crisis’ (Kärmann 
 2013 ). In a publication in The Economist ( 2013 ), the discussion was summarized: 
‘[Education Minister] Björklund blames the poor results on the period when the 
Social Democrats were in charge. Others say poorly paid teachers are at fault. The 
profession, once highly regarded, has seen salaries fall far behind other jobs requiring 
a higher-education degree. The student demand for teaching programmes is so low 
that almost anyone applying will be accepted’ (see also IBE  2012 ; Regeringskansliet 

Sweden scored the lowest PISA results of all countries in this study
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 2010 ). 1  The government immediately asked OECD researchers for an in-depth analy-
sis of the results, which was provided in a report in February 2014 (OECD  2014 ). It 
documented that relatively many students are in schools where ‘teachers’ low expec-
tations of students hinder learning’, Sweden has ‘the highest proportion of students 
who arrive late for school among OECD countries’ and that ‘students in Sweden report 
lower levels of perseverance to learn than students in most other countries’ (ibid, 
p. 18–24). All these fi ndings are not very helpful for an excellence strategy (Box  9.2 ). 

 Discussion started about changes in the educational system, which is fi rmly 
rooted in the Nordic tradition of egalitarianism, but has undergone a big reform 
starting in the early 1990s. Since then, private schools ( friskolor ) have gained a 
prominent but also much-criticized position in the system (see Box  9.3 ; more info 

1   In an international review of teacher education, a number of weaknesses in Sweden have been 
pointed out. These included ‘an underdeveloped culture of academic research and lower than aver-
age levels of internationalization’ (IBE  2012 , p. 38). But the major problem, according to these 
researchers, is the relatively high number of teachers without a teaching degree. ‘In 2009/2010 
approximately 77 % of upper secondary teachers held teaching degrees. In upper secondary voca-
tional education and training, only 61 % held a teaching degree. (…) An applicant without full 
qualifi cations may be employed on a temporary basis but this may be extended year after year’ 
(IBE  2012 , p. 38–39). Teacher education in Sweden has recently gone through major reforms 
(Regeringskansliet  2010 ). 

   Box 9.1: Sweden – The Basics 

•     9.6 million inhabitants  
•   Capital: Stockholm  
•   Constitutional monarchy  
•   21 counties  
•   Social-democratic/green minority coaltion in power    

   Box 9.2: Education in Sweden 

•     Free at all levels  
•   Compulsory from age 7–16  
•   Integrated primary and lower secondary school in 9-year  grundskola   
•   Three-year upper secondary education at  gymnasieskola   
•   Municipalities run state system of primary and secondary education  
•   Independent private  friskolor  exist alongside state system  
•   Higher education admission based on grades, national test and other 

criteria  
•   Ministry of Education and Research ultimately responsible for all levels of 

education    

9 Sweden   : Incentive to Move Towards More Differentiation
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can also be found in Bunar  2010 ; Wiborg  2010 ; Adams  2013 ). In the same reform, 
municipalities gained a central position in primary and lower secondary education. 
They employ teachers, organize school activities, and are responsible for allocating 
resources to schools (See Helgøy and Homme  2006 , p. 148 2 ). 

 Primary and lower secondary education are integrated into one school:  grunds-
kola , with nine grades. 3  All students follow the same national curriculum, with 
limited possibilities for schools to vary, and also limited options for children to 
choose subjects. The  grundskola  period is usually not entirely spent in one school. 
In grade six or seven, pupils often change to a bigger school with different teachers 
per subject. At the end of  grundskola , almost all pupils 4  continue in upper second-
ary education called  gymnasieskola  (see Fig.  9.1 ). Pupils’ academic performance, 
measured by grades 5  determine if they can continue in a study program geared 

2   State primary and lower secondary schools are run by municipalities. The National Agency for 
Education (Skolverket) oversees this. The Ministry of Education and Research 
(Utbildningsdepartementet) is ultimately responsible for all levels of education. 
3   Before grundskola, most children from one to fi ve will attend  förskola  (preschool). This is provided 
free of charge. There is a year of  förskolaklass  (preschool class) from the age of six. During the 
grundskola period, most children will attend a  fritidshem  (leisure time centre) before and after school. 
4   It is not compulsory to attend upper secondary education, but nearly everyone does. There are 18 
national programmes in gymnasieskola. Six are higher education preparatory programmes and the 
other 12 are vocational programmes (Eurydice  2014 , chapter 6). 
5   Students receive grades from grade 6. More info in Eurydice  2014 , chapter 5.3. 

   Box 9.3: Free Schools and Education for Profi t 
 Apart from the government-supported ‘state’ schools, independent schools 
generally known as free schools or  friskolor  are also available since the early 
1990s. A law reform allowed privately-run institutions to apply for state fund-
ing for each student, provided they also stick to the national curriculum and 
are also free and open to all. If parents decide to opt for another school than 
the nearest  grundskola , they receive a voucher representing an amount of 
money their children can take with them to another school. 

 Since the introduction of this system, there have been clear tendencies towards 
a marketization of education funding. Some of the  friskolor  are run by private 
companies, which is controversial and has led to intense debate. Although actual 
effects are unclear, critics say the principle of profi t-seeking by defi nition puts 
quality at risk. In 2013 a number of for-profi t companies running free schools 
have been in fi nancial diffi culties and some in fact went bankrupt. The state had 
to step in to fi nd a solution for the students. Another discussion ensued when a 
TV program revealed that ‘privately-run schools were prepared to bend selection 
rules [for gymnasieskola] to admit bright pupils’. This critique, combined with 
the worrying PISA results, has led the government to indicate in late 2013 that 
‘private-equity funds will no longer be welcome owners’. At the time of writing, 
no measures to change the system had been taken yet. 

9.1  Education System
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towards higher education preparation, or towards vocational education. Students 
must apply for places in upper secondary schools. In many municipalities all stu-
dents will get their fi rst choice, if they just have the passing level. Other schools 
have a certain amount of places available and the pupils with highest grades get in 
(See Orange  2011  for further explanation of this system). In upper secondary 
schools, students can follow different programs, but a wide range of compulsory 
subjects exists (see Skolverket  2013a  and Eurydice  2014 , chapter 6). 6  There is no 
central examination. Students receive a school leaving certifi cate ( Slutbetyg från 
Gymnasieskolan ), stating the subjects they took and the grades they received. 
However, national tests have been introduced in the school year 2013/14 in science 
in year 9 in the compulsory school, and also in social studies in years 6 and 9 
(Ministry of Education and Research  2013 , p. 15). 

 Admission to higher education depends on upper secondary grades and a national 
admission test 7  that students can take voluntarily. A  numerus clausus  principle applies 
to all higher education study programs, meaning that there is a great deal of competition 
for seats in the most popular programs (Nuffi c  2012 , p. 7). One third of the seats at 
HEIs are usually distributed on the basis of grades and one third on results from the 
aptitude test. For the remaining third, universities and university colleges have the 
right to decide on criteria for selection, for example, prior learning and experience, 
profi ciency in specifi c areas and interviews (Eurydice  2014 , chapter 7.2.1). More and 
more Swedes apply for places in higher education and this also means more applica-
tions need to be turned down: in the 2012 autumn semester 59,800 students were 
admitted from 126,000 new applicants (Universitetskanslersämbetet  2013 , p. 26). 8      

 Higher education and research in Sweden mainly takes place at 14 state  universities 
( universitet ) and 21 state university colleges ( högskolor ), 9  which are autonomous 
agencies under the auspices of the government (Ministry of Education and Research 
 2013 , p. 8). The oldest universities in Sweden are Uppsala University, founded in 
1477, and Lund University, founded in 1666. 10  The highest scoring institutes in inter-
national rankings are the universities of Uppsala and Lund, Stockholm University, 
and the Karolinska Institute, a medical university in the Stockholm area. In research, 
the universities have different excellence centres and/or excellence strategies. This 
does not apply to the education side, where no differentiation is made.    

6   There are 18 national programs in total. Social sciences and natural sciences are the most common. 
For some programs (mostly arts subjects), there can be an entrance exam. All upper secondary 
school programmes include the same nine compulsory courses in Swedish /Swedish as a second 
language, English, history, civics, religion, mathematics, science studies, physical education and 
health and artistic subjects. 
7   Swedish Scholastic Aptitude Test,  Högskoleprovet  in Swedish. The Swedish Council for Higher 
Education ( Universitets- och högskolerådet ) has the overall responsibility for this test. It is usually 
organized twice a year. The result is valid for 5 years (Eurydice  2014 , chapter 7.2.1). 
8   The number of applicants with no prior experience of higher education in 2012 was the highest 
fi gure ever recorded and an increase of 8 % compared to the previous year. The capacity of the 
HEIs was not adjusted accordingly: the number of admissions increased around 1 %. 
9   There are also 16 private higher education institutions with the right to award degrees. They are 
mainly very specialized and small (Eurydice  2014 , chapter 7). 
10   All other universities have at some point after 1950 been upgraded from university college level. 

9.1  Education System
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9.2         Culture and Policy Towards Excellence 

   No-one must believe they are special. It is improper to feel pride in oneself. These words 
catch the basic ethos by which individual excellence has commonly been viewed in Sweden. 
(Mattsson and Bengmark  2011 , p. 81) 

   Sweden has a long tradition of focusing on equivalence and equality. The princi-
ples of the  Jantelagen  11  are upheld. Striving for equity and equal opportunities is also 
offi cial government policy, ‘Quality, equivalence and high accessibility are the foun-
dations of the education system’ (Ministry of Education and Research  2013 , p. 5). 12  

 While equivalence was and is seen as a positive factor by most Swedes (Englund 
 2005 ), 13  it is heavily criticized by scholars of gifted education, such as Jönköping 
university professor Roland Persson. He states about the Swedish school ‘its  raison 
d’etre  is to bring all students to a minimum level of knowledge and competence; 
namely the level that is considered to enable all members of society to lead 
well- functioning lives (…) The responsibility of the school system ends once 
students have reached this minimum level. Every student reaching further than the 
set minimum level is more or less left to fend for him- or herself by systemic default’ 
(Persson  2010 , p. 539). 14  

 Researchers Mönks and Pfl üger ( 2005 , p. 137) concluded that ‘high achieving 
students have never been the subjects of special educational provisions’ and 
researchers Stålnacke and Smedler found ‘little heed is given to the high-ability 
group, which remains largely unidentifi ed’ (   Stålnacke and Smedler  2011 , p. 901). In 
a 2009 European survey, Sweden ranked as the only country where ‘   they reject in 
principle the idea of identifying pupils as “gifted’’’ (European Agency for 
Development in Special Needs Education  2009 ). 15  

 Advocacy    for gifted education shows increase in recent years (see Mattsson and 
Bengmark  2011 ). In the new general school law in force since 2011, an implicit 
reference to talented students is made: ‘Students who easily reach the minimum 
knowledge requirements which shall be reached should be given guidance and 

11   Law of Jante. See introductory text for Part III: The Nordic countries. 
12   In addition, the ministry states: ‘The fact that all education should be equivalent does not mean 
that it should be the same everywhere. In the preschool, compulsory and upper secondary schools, 
each child’s and pupil’s circumstances, needs and level of knowledge should be taken into account’. 
13   Englund ( 2005 ), in a discourse analysis of the use of the concept, concluded that the focus on 
equivalence had undergone ‘a considerable shift in the last 20 years. The main characteristic of this 
displacement is that the concept has maintained its recognition as a symbol of positive values, 
whereas many of its earlier associations with equity and equality no longer apply’ (p. 42). 
14   In addition, Persson found out in a 2007 survey among Swedish Mensa members that they felt 
unhappy even in universities: 65 % maintained that even at this level of education their experience 
was mainly negative (Persson  2010 , p. 553). 
15   The Swedish point of view was explained as follows: ‘This categorization procedure, they argue, 
could become an obstacle for the development of inclusive education. From an inclusive perspec-
tive it is schools that have to modify their practice and offer adequate support capable of meeting 
pupils diversity without any need to categorise them in order to include them’ (p. 14). 

9 Sweden   : Incentive to Move Towards More Differentiation
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stimulation to come further in their knowledge development’ (Skollag  2010 , p. 800, 
chapter 3.3, translation from Mattsson  2013 , p. 14). In the 2011 curriculum for the 
compulsory school, it explicitly states teachers should stimulate pupils to use all 
their abilities (Skolverket  2011 , p. 16). 16  Interestingly, the word talent, which is 
widely used in Denmark, is not used in Sweden at all. Instead, if any references are 
made, they mostly have the word ‘elite’ in them (see Box  9.4 ). 

 In 2013, mathematician Linda Mattsson wrote a thesis titled ‘Tracking mathe-
matical giftedness in an egalitarian context’, which contains a list of six elements on 
which development is necessary to provide successful education to mathematically 
gifted students. It is worth replicating these here, as they seem applicable not only 
to mathematics, but also to the broader Swedish education context (Mattsson  2013 , 
p. 3–5) 17 :

 –    gifted students need to get legal recognition in the national policies;  
 –   the gifted mathematics students need to be identifi ed;  
 –   introduction of gifted education during the Swedish teacher education;  
 –   a need to strengthen the connection between research and implementation of 

gifted education;  
 –   a need for coordinating measures for development of gifted students; and  
 –   attend to the social and emotional needs of gifted students.    

 This list may seem basic at fi rst sight, but it provides a snapshot into the current 
state of affairs in Sweden. 

16   ‘Teachers should take into account each individual’s needs, circumstances, experiences and 
thinking, (…) organise and carry out the work so that pupils develop in accordance with their own 
capacity, and at the same time are stimulated into using and developing all their ability’. In the 
curriculum for upper secondary school (Skolverket  2013c ), a similar statement is made. 
17   See for more information the interview with Linda Mattsson in Appendix  4 . 

   Box 9.4: Local Terminology 
 The word ‘honors’ is not used in Sweden. Local terms used to refer to (programs 
for) talented and gifted students include:

•     spetsutbildningar  (cutting edge programs or advanced placement programs, 
literally: peak programs)  

•    begåvade barn  (gifted children)/ särbegåvade barn  (highly gifted children)  
•    elitutbildningar  (elite programs)  
•    elever med särskilda förmågor  (students with specifi c abilities)  
•    talangfulla elever  (students with talent)    

 Terminology about these programs and students is a very political issue in 
Sweden. Programs may therefore also be marketed as ‘for those who like to 
be challenged’ or in similar terms. 

9.2  Culture and Policy Towards Excellence
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 Still, in recent years more focus has been placed on talented children, usually 
without naming them as such. This trend follows the developments around the free 
schools, which has led to more choice for parents and more public debate about the 
education system. 

 For    talented children, there are a few possibilities for early start and acceleration. 18  
In 2008, a law was passed that allowed a number of  gymnasieskola  to experiment 
with a special program for high-achieving students in a number of subjects. Students 
taking part can follow part of their education at a university or university college. 
These are offi cially called s petsutbildningar  (SPETS, literally: peak programs), but 
are also referred to as  elitutbildningar  (elite programs) in the media or in everyday 
talk. This pilot project runs until 2016 (Skolverket  2013d ). The program strives to 
‘provide students from across the country the opportunity of depth and width in the 
discipline or in the subject area in which SPETS is directed. The subject areas of 
SPETS are mathematics, science, the social sciences and the humanities’. 19  

 Since 2011, similar programs are also possible in  grundskolan . The aim is to 
provide pupils with ‘the opportunity to develop their knowledge and skills as far as 
possible, for example, by starting to study upper secondary school courses while in 
the compulsory school’ (Ministry of Education and Research  2013 , p. 15). 20  

 Evaluations have been done on a few aspects of some of these programs. But 
according to Mattsson ( 2013 , p. 5–6), ‘nowhere in these evaluations are the “most 
important conceptual foundations of a gifted program” discussed; that is, “the theory 
of giftedness that undergirds the program”’. 21  

 In addition to the  spetsutbildningar  policy, top programs exist in arts, for example 
ballet (Box  9.5 ). 22  

 The system of  friskolor , described in Box 9.3, has led to a situation where a number 
of these schools refuse to take weaker pupils (Sandelin  2013 ) and some become  de 
facto  schools for extra talented youngsters because they use very high entry grades 

18   First, they can decide to enroll their child early, at age 6 instead of 7. Then, by law there is also a 
provision for acceleration: ‘compulsory schooling may fi nish earlier if the child demonstrates pos-
session of a level of knowledge corresponding to a completed compulsory schooling’. See Eurydice 
 2014 , chapter 5.1. There are also other initiatives. Some of these have existed for a long time. For 
example, according to Mattsson, ‘Sweden has had special classes for gifted students in mathemat-
ics at upper secondary school for a quarter of a century. Yet these activities have, from an educa-
tional policy perspective, gone almost unnoticed’ ( 2013 , p. 5). 
19   Personal communication Ylva Eriksson, Director of Education Unit for Upper Secondary School 
at Swedish National Agency for Education. In English, the spetsutbildningar are referred to as 
either advanced placement classes or cutting edge programs. See also Skolverket  2013d . There are 
20 gymnasia all over Sweden that had such advanced placement classes. One example is the program 
at Viktor Rydbergs Gymnasium in Djursholm, where the program is focused on English. About 
75 % of classes are taught in English, and during their third year the students take a foundation 
course in English at nearby Stockholm University ( www.vrg.se ) 
20   The programs are accredited and fi nanced by the National Agency for Education (Skolverket). Eight 
programs were approved in 2011, and ten in 2012. These excellence programs can start from grade 7. 
21   Mattsson refers to Moon and Rosselli  2000 , p. 500. 
22   The international organization Mensa also has a Swedish branch, focusing on getting more 
attention for gifted children and organizing events in their Gifted Children Program. The Royal 
Swedish Academy of Sciences awards prizes to promising young scientists regardless of their age. 

9 Sweden   : Incentive to Move Towards More Differentiation
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(see Orange  2011 ). 23  However, the schools do not use terms like ‘gifted’ or ‘talent’. 
Some universities have programs in which they cooperate with secondary schools, 
but these programs do not explicitly target talents. Overall, the Swedish tendency not 
to use words like ‘talent’ or ‘giftedness’ makes it hard to identify programs. 

 A specifi c policy targeting talented students in higher education was not found. 
Again, this might be due to the diffi culties in use of terminology. However, there is 
explicit policy  not  to differentiate. Sweden was the only country in a survey of 24 
European countries that chose ‘not to categorize pupils according to different abili-
ties or disabilities’ (European Agency for Development in Special Needs Education 
 2009 , p. 22). 24  According to Roland Persson, this represents a deliberate political 
choice: ‘It might be good to know that the terms giftedness or talent are almost 
never used. In connection with the [spetsutbildningar program], pupils are not even 
referred to as high achieving. They are referred to as “Pupils who like to be chal-
lenged” – this is a very political and intentional choice of word. (…) The politicians 
of the knowledge economy desperately want high ability in terms of innovation 
potential, but they cannot term it “giftedness”. The only reason is that “giftedness” 
is a word signifying the segregation of ability and potential. No politician would 
gain any public confi dence if they promoted policies for special groups and 
discussed them as in any way better or different than other groups no matter how 
factually correct the issue at hand. So fact stands against strategy. This is presumably 
the case everywhere in Europe and elsewhere, but it is particularly sensitive in egali-
tarian cultures such as the Scandinavian’. 25     

23   Orange  2011  explains how the system works by an example: ‘In Sweden, schools are only 
allowed to say how many places they have free. Each student gets their grades at the end of secondary 
school and lists the sixth forms they want to go to. The Malmö municipality fi lls the places in each 
school, both free and municipal, in order of grade. So if ProCivitas has 300 places, but 1,000 
students want to attend it, then the municipality gives the places to the 300 students with the best 
marks. If on the other hand Kunskapsgymnasiet has 400 places and only 360 students want to go, 
the municipality will give them all places, even if they have rock-bottom marks.’ 
24   ‘Neither the steering documents nor the offi cial statistics on pre-school activities, leisure-time 
centres, schools and adult education categorize children’. 
25   Personal communication from Roland Persson, January 2014. 

   Box 9.5: Key Players in Excellence 
 No national coordination of efforts in the in the fi eld of talent and excellence 
in education exists in Sweden. The most important players are:

•    Ministry of Education and Research  
•   The Swedish National Agency for Education (Skolverket) – central admin-

istrative authority for the public school system  
•   Swedish Council for Higher Education (Universitets- och högskolerådet)  
•   Swedish Higher Education Authority (Universitetskanslersämbetet)  
•   Association of Higher Education Institutions  
•   Individual researchers on talent and giftedness, most notably Roland Persson    

9.2  Culture and Policy Towards Excellence
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9.3         New Developments 

 Three interconnected developments may be an incentive to change the Swedish 
approach towards excellence in education in the near future. 

 First, in the last few years, more discussion about the needs of highly gifted 
children has appeared in Swedish media. Researchers, especially in mathematics 
education and psychology, have published about the merits of gifted education and 
participated in discussions. 26  

 Second, discussion intensifi ed after the bad PISA results were announced in late 
2013 (see Sect.  9.1  above). They came as a shock to many observers in- and outside 
politics. Since then, debate has focused on the effectiveness of the current education 
system. In late March 2014, the government set up an ‘education scientifi c council’, 
consisting of 12 professors from different fi elds, to act as consultants to the government 
in school matters (Regeringskansliet  2014 ). In September 2014, just before the national 
parliamentary elections, the government announced a new policy, requiring the develop-
ment of special teaching materials for talented pupils in primary and secondary education 
(Regeringen  2014 ). However, the ruling coalition lost its majority in the elections and 
at the time of writing, it is unclear what this will mean for the talent policy. 

 Finally, researchers interested in talent support and excellence in education in the 
Nordic countries started the Nordic Talent Network in 2013. Swedish researchers 
take part in this initiative. Dr. Linda Mattsson at the Blekinge Institute of Technology 
establishes a national mathematics network to support identifi cation of and develop-
ment of mathematical giftedness, funded by the infl uential National Center for 
Mathematics Education. 27  Besides, she also tries to set up a national e-mail list in 
order to reach out to all persons interested in the fi eld of gifted education in Sweden 
(across all education levels). She intends to create a national network to share expe-
riences and knowledge. In the light of all developments above, these initiatives 
might form a platform for lobbying and a discussion partner for politicians.  

9.4     Honors Programs per Higher Education Institution 

 No honors programs at Swedish higher education institutions have been found. Some 
Swedish universities do take part in the Nordic Master Programme, Erasmus Mundus 
programs or other networks of international cooperation for talented students. Table  9.1  

26   Apart from Roland Persson who has been publishing about the highly gifted for many years, 
there are other researchers as well. For example, mathematician Linda Mattsson is setting up a 
national mathematics network to support identifi cation of and development of mathematical 
giftedness and also tries to form a network of all persons interested in the fi eld of gifted education. 
She and her colleague Eva Pettersson both published a Ph.D. about giftedness. Elisabet Mellroth 
is trying to set up projects and participates in the Nordic Talent Network and psychologist Anita 
Kullander has featured prominently in different media, stressing the needs of gifted children. 
27   Personal communication from Linda Mattsson, April 2014. 

9 Sweden   : Incentive to Move Towards More Differentiation
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   Table 9.1    Universities and university colleges in Sweden   

 Higher education institution  Webpage 
 No. of 
students a  

 Honors education 
offer 

  Universities  
 Stockholm University    Su.se      36,339  No 
 Lund University    Lu.se      31,540  No 
 University of Gothenburg    Gu.se      31,342  No 
 Uppsala University    Uu.se      27,039  No 
 Umeå University    Umu.se      22,026  No 
 Linnaeus University    Lnu.se      19,982  No 
 Linköping University    Liu.se      19,877  No 
 KTH Royal Institute of Technology    Kth.se      13,365  No 
 Luleå University of Technology    Ltu.se      12,750  No 
 Mid Sweden University    Miun.se      10,967  No 
 Örebro University    Oru.se      10,728  No 
 Karlstad University    Kau.se      10,597  No 
 Karolinska Institutet    Ki.se      7,654  No 
 Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences    Slu.se      4,632  No 
  University colleges  
 Malmö University b     Mah.se      16,068  No 
 Jönköping University b     Hj.se      9,870  No 
 Mälardalen University b     Mdh.se      9,861  No 
 University of Gävle b     Hig.se      9,275  No 
 Chalmers University of Technology    Chalmers.se      9,231  No 
 Dalarna University    Du.se      9,100  No 
 Kristianstad University    Hkr.se      8,004  No 
 Södertörn University b     Sh.se      7,764  No 
 University of Borås b     Hb.se      7,535  No 
 University of Skövde b     His.se      7,169  No 
 University West b     Hv.se      7,118  No 
 Halmstad University b     Hh.se      6,296  No 
 Blekinge Institute of Technology b     Bth.se      4,858  No 
 Stockholm School of Economics    Hhs.se      1,813  No 
 Ersta Sköndal University College    Esh.se      1,400 a   No 
 The Swedish School of Sport and Health 
Sciences b  

   Gih.se      948  No 

 Konstfack    Konstfack.se      769  No 
  Total    375,917  

   a Source: Universitetskanslersämbetet  2013 , p. 55. Numbers are for autumn 2012. Exception is 
Ersta Skondal, where numbers are taken from institution’s website (May 2014) 
  b Indicates private university 
 To compile this table, fi rst the websites of all higher education institutions were searched with 
keywords to fi nd honors programs. Then they were all approached by e-mail and/or phone to 
ask if they had any special provisions for talented students, matching our working defi nition. All 
institutions eventually replied  
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presents an overview of the higher education institutions in Sweden, ranked by student 
numbers. 28 

   Some Swedish HEIs offer provisions to talented students on an individual basis. 
For example, at the Swedish School of Sport and Health Sciences (GIH), a special 
scholarship is available to talented students. 29  

 At the medical university Karolinska Institutet, a special program prepares students 
for research careers. The program’s mission is not to offer extra opportunities to 
talented students, but to ‘stimulate recruitment for graduate studies among medical 
students’. 30  To this end, an introductory research course for medical students runs 
parallel with the regular medical study program. The course “Research Introductory 
Course for Medical Students” is divided into two courses over fi ve semesters and 
also includes two summer projects. 31  The number of student places is limited to 25 
and admission is based on research interest and a motivation letter. 

 Little development in honors education in Sweden is seen, however, there might be 
change on the way following the results of the 2012 PISA report. 

 How is the situation in a country that usually does very well in PISA reports? 
Finland is the focus of our next chapter.      
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